The presence of helium in carbon systems, such as diamonds and fullerenes is of interest for planetary sciences, geophysics, astrophysics, and evolution biology. Such systems typically involve a large number of atoms and require a fast method for assessing the interaction potential and forces. We developed a tight-binding approach, based on density functional calculations, which includes a many-body potential term. This latter term is essential for consolidating the density functional results of helium in bulky diamond and Helium passing through a benzene ring which is important for helium-fullerene applications. The method is simple to apply and exhibits good transferability properties.
I. INTRODUCTION
The aptitude of stable carbon systems, such as diamonds and fullerenes to trap and secure helium for long periods of time 1 is of great importance for geology, 2-8 planetary science, 2,9 atmospheric science, 10 materials science, [11] [12] [13] and even evolutionary biology. 1, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] Despite its potential importance there are only scarce theoretical studies of processes involving the dynamics of helium in extended carbon systems. One reason is that there are no reliable methods for estimating the activation barriers and relative energies of conformations of helium in large carbon systems. In this paper we present a tight-binding ͑TB͒ approach to the heliumcarbon interactions. The TB method is of low complexity because it is similar to a minimal basis set density functional approach without self-consistent-field cycles. It is well known that helium does not bind to carbon. Therefore, it may seem strange that we are attempting to describe their interaction using a TB approach, which is more natural for covalent interactions. After recurring failed attempts to develop a potential for the He-C interaction, we were actually forced to take a more "electronic structure" oriented approach. The Pauli repulsion in this case is probably more complicated than we realize. Furthermore, within the TB model one obtains access to cases where the He inclusion site is charged or has nonstandard spin states ͑we will mention the latter as an example in this paper͒.
Our TB approach starts from the simple and effective potential of Wang and Mak 19 for hydrocarbon systems, which describes the C-C and H-C interactions using the combination of a TB Hamiltonian and a two-body nuclear interaction. In trying to develop a similar approach for helium-carbon interactions, we found that the two-body nuclear potential was insufficient and added a many-body term to the scheme. We will show that the resulting method is successful in describing helium in carbon at a variety of different situations.
Below, we first describe the basic structure of the potential, then the method for determining the parameters, and finally the transferability tests. Among the systems tested are the triplet state window-opening mechanism, 12 the relative energetics of helium penetration into fullerenes 13 and the interstitial helium in a diamond cluster, where a comparison is made to density functional calculations.
II. THE He-C TIGHT-BINDING POTENTIAL
The TB Hamiltonian, from which the electronic energies are determined, is written as
͑2.1͒
The values and form of i,␣ and t ␣␤ ij ͑r ij ͒ as well as the core potential form, for the carbon and hydrogen atoms and their interactions were given by Wang and Mak 19 and were used here with no change, so we do not describe them. For the He-C interactions, the functions are set as follows:
where r t is a cutoff parameter. The form of this electronic energy is similar to Mak's form and is then complemented by a "core" energy,
In Mak's method only the repulsive two-body "nuclear" term is present,
͑2.4͒
where r c is the cutoff distance. We found that for a transferrable He-C potential it is necessary to include a term favoring a helium atom with four to eight neighboring carbon atoms, 
͑2.5͒
͑r ic,He / R th ͒ and
where the exact form of this function is not of appreciable significance, as long as it behaves as a smooth step function. This construction imposes the many-body energy term with a steplike function, shown in Fig. 1 . The various parameters have been determined by apply
An analogous difference is computed using TB and denoted ⌬E s,n TB . The fitting procedure consisted of minimizing the sum of square differences of ⌬E s,n DFT − ⌬E s,n TB . The training sets comprised are as follows:
͑1͒ Helium in diamond at a carbon vacancy position ͓Fig. 2͑a͔͒: In order to create a set of points for this training set, we constructed a cluster cut out of diamond ͑CC bond length was 1.55 Å͒ and saturated the dangling bonds with hydrogen atoms. The central carbon atom of the cluster was then replaced by a helium atom and its optimal ͑lowest energy͒ position r min in the vacancy was determined, freezing all carbon and hydrogen atoms. This was done using DFT ͑B3LYP͒ with a 6-31G basis set. We note that this optimized He position shifts from the original carbon position, forming a closer bond of ϳ1.3 Å with two of the nearest neighbors and a more distant bond of ϳ2 Å with the other two nearest neighbors. Next, we sampled a small cube of length h = 0.1 Å around r min by computing 27 total energies E ijk ͑DFT͒ at the following 27 points
Once the parameters were determined we fitted a harmonic potential to this set of energies. The matrix of second derivatives of this parabola ͑the Hessian͒ was then diagonalized to yield normal modes and corresponding normal frequencies for the vibrational motion of He in the vacancy. A similar procedure was followed using the TB potential. The TB potential minimum was offset by 0.1a 0 with respect to the DFT based minimum. The norm difference between the normal modes was 0.02 and the differences in the vibrational energies was around 0.005 eV ͑which is about 3% relative error͒. ͑2͒ He-C͑sp3͒ interaction: The representative configurations of this set are a helium atom at a distance R from the sp3 carbon of a C 4 H 9 cluster ͓see Fig. 2͑b͔͒ . There are ten configurations differing by the value of R, sampling the range 1.15-3.85 Å. ͑3͒ Helium approaching the center of a Benzene ring: Initially, we used only the first two sets for constructing a TB potential without the many-body forces. Although the resulting potential was useful in many circumstances, it overestimated the repulsion of helium as it approaches the center of the Benzene ring. In order to fix this it was found necessary to introduce into the potential a many-body term of the form described in Eq. ͑2.5͒ and to include representative configurations in our training sets.
The optimized parameters for the He-C potential are given in Table I . In the scheme of Mak, the parameter p C is taken as zero and s H as −0.5 eV. Usually these parameters represent −IP+ const where IP is the ionization potential of the orbital. The constant in Mak's scheme is about 13 eV. For helium, the ionization potential is around 24 eV and therefore a reasonable value for He would be −11 eV. We deter-
mined this value without fitting. Next, we note that the value of r 0 in Eqs. ͑2.2͒ and ͑2.4͒ can be absorbed by the parameters t and E, respectively. Thus we take an arbitrary value of r 0 = 1 Å. There are two cutoff distances, an electronic r t and nuclear r c . The nuclear cutoff distance was set to r c =2 Å and the electronic cutoff ͑r t ͒ was included in the set of parameters to be optimized with its value given in Table I . For the many-body potential, we set N 0 = 3.5 and N 1 = 8 while W 0 , R th , and b were included in the set of parameters to be optimized with their values given in Table I .
III. TESTING THE POTENTIAL
We now turn to studying systems that are not incorporated in our training sets to see whether the potential is transferable.
A. A helium tetrahedral interstitial in diamond
First, let us look at the diamond system. The potential was designed to reproduce the dynamics of helium positioned in a vacancy of the lattice. However what if helium is positioned interstitially? The vacancy positioned helium was surrounded by four unsaturated carbon atoms at an asymmetric position. Here, helium has more ͑12͒ neighboring carbon atoms and all are saturated by carbon-carbon bonds. To study the quality of the TB description of this interstitial, we contrived a small enough diamond cluster, to enable DFT calculations for benchmarking. A cluster of C 24 H 44 surrounding an interstitial position was used for this purpose ͑see Fig. 3͒ . The structure was optimized by allowing all carbon and hydrogen atoms to move ͑without a helium͒. Then a helium was placed at the center as a tetragonal interstitial, and the helium and carbon atoms were allowed to relax this time keeping the hydrogens frozen. This was done both for a DFT system and a TB system separately. Next, we calculated the energy of the system with the helium displaced at small distances around its optimized position. This was used to form a harmonic potential fit as was done for training set 1. As both systems were optimized separately, the normal mode vectors M i ͑i =1, 2, 3͒ and their corresponding normal frequencies i cannot directly be compared. Instead, we compare the cosine directions cos ␣ ij = ͑u i / u i ͒ · M j between each normal mode vector and u i -the radius vector u j ͑j =1, 2, 3͒ from helium to each of the three nearest neighboring carbon atoms. We find that the TB results for u i , i , and cos ␣ ij are very similar to those of the DFT calculations, with relative errors of less than 3% for all quantities.
Unlike the vacancy positioned helium, which is biased toward two of the four neighboring carbon atoms, interstitial helium is symmetrically positioned ͑distance to each nearest neighbor is ϳ1.68 Å͒. This is because in the latter case the neighboring carbon atoms do not have dangling bonds.
B. Helium in a fullerene cage
Let us now study a radically different He-C system, namely, endohedral He@ C 60 . Helium is known to be found both in naturally occurring and in synthetic formed fullerenes. Experimental work ͑Ref. 1͒ showed that the helium release from fullerenes is an activated process with an ϳ4 eV barrier. This value is lower than expected from ab initio calculations, which estimate the barrier for helium release through one of the fullerene's hexagons to be larger than 11 eV. 21, 22 Several alternative mechanisms for helium escape have been suggested. 12, 13, 17, 21 We do not attempt to add work on this subject, merely, to reproduce results for both the window mechanism and the direct release through a hexagon. We implemented a saddle point search 23 for several proposed mechanisms aiming to reproduce the findings and show the transferability of our potential. First, we attempted to find the saddle point for the helium escape through one of fullerene's hexagons.
The saddle point search method is the "spline for the saddle" method. 23 All atoms were movable in the search and the converged saddle point positioned helium at the center of a stretched hexagon ͑see Fig. 4͒ . The barrier found for this configuration was 12.03 eV, in good agreement with previous findings ͑see Table II͒ and too high for the proposed escape.
One of the suggested mechanisms meant to overcome the much too high barrier was the assumption of a separate kinetic stage where a window is formed by breaking a bond of the fullerene. 1, 12, 13 There are two possibilities: either the bond separates two hexagons ͑6-6 bond͒ or a hexagon and a pentagon ͑5-6 bond͒. Previous work 13 showed the 5-6 window formation at the singlet ͑ground͒ state to have similar energetics to that of insertion of a helium through a hexagon, but to substantially reduce the barrier at the triplet state. We applied our saddle point search within the TB potential and found that in the singlet state helium insertion path systematically chose a path leading through the hexagon as in Fig. 4 ͑therefore giving the same barrier͒. However, when running in the triplet state we found the helium going through the 5-6 bond as seen in the ab initio and previous MNDO calculation ͑see Fig. 5͒ . The energies of inserting a helium into a fullerene are presented in Table II and show the likeness of our results to the modified neglect of differential overlap 13 ͑MNDO͒ method, although both methods are very approximate especially when barriers are calculated so that we can hardly expect agreement better than 10%-20%. Note that although the two methods seem to differ in their results regarding the triplet hexagon insertion, they both show the same reluctance to reduce the barrier for this mechanism. for the singlet window mechanism, the MNDO method also finds a barrier suggesting the insertion is through the hexagon. It is clear that the TB potential is able to describe not only equilibrium structures but also barriers and reaction mechanisms. Furthermore, the potential is able to reproduce He-C data for different spin states.
IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
We have constructed a TB potential for helium-carbon interactions. Aiming to make the potential transferable, we optimized the TB parameters so that it conformed closely to the DFT ͑B3LYP͒ description of a few helium-carbon systems called training sets. The sets included a vacancy positioned helium in a diamond cluster, the C 4 H 9 -He interaction and a helium approaching the center of a benzene ring. We demonstrate the transferability of the TB potential by considering two systems which are very different from our training sets: an interstitial helium in a diamond cluster and the barrier for insertion of endohedral helium into a C 60 fullerene.
For the interstitial helium, The TB potential successfully reproduced DFT results. In the case of the He@ C 60 we tested our TB potential on reproducing known mechanisms for the helium escape from the fullerene cage. The TB potential successfully reproduced reported results for both singlet and triplet spin states
The TB method allowed us to produce a robust description of helium-carbon interactions. Such a potential allows treating much larger systems than would be possible using DFT or other ab initio methods. In addition, the method can also be used to describe the effects of other spin states such as the triplet instead of singlet. We introduce the many-body term, as without this term the TB method is incapable of describing both the helium in diamond and helium passage through a benzene ring. It seems that the sensitivity of this term to the number of close carbon neighbors is what enables the transferability of the potential.
In the future we intend to use this TB model for studying helium in diamond and for determining its diffusion mechanisms at high temperatures and pressures, a problem with significant importance in geophysics and planetary sciences. 
